Abstract-Existing DRAM controllers employ rigid, nonadaptive scheduling and buffer management policies when servicing prefetch requests. Some controllers treat prefetches the same as demand requests, and others always prioritize demands over prefetches. However, none of these rigid policies result in the best performance because they do not take into account the usefulness of prefetches. If prefetches are useless, treating prefetches and demands equally can lead to significant performance loss and extra bandwidth consumption. In contrast, if prefetches are useful, prioritizing demands over prefetches can hurt performance by reducing DRAM throughput and delaying the service of useful requests. This paper proposes a new low hardware cost memory controller, called as Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller (PADC), that aims to maximize the benefit of useful prefetches and minimize the harm caused by useless prefetches. The key idea is to 1) adaptively prioritize between demands and prefetches, and 2) drop useless prefetches to free up memory system resources, based on prefetch accuracy. Our evaluation shows that PADC significantly outperforms previous memory controllers with rigid prefetch handling policies. Across a wide range of multiprogrammed SPEC CPU 2000/2006 workloads, it improves system performance by 8.2 and 9.9 percent on four and eight-core systems while reducing DRAM bandwidth consumption by 10.7 and 9.4 percent, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
H IGH-PERFORMANCE memory controllers seek to maximize throughput by exploiting row buffer locality. A modern SDRAM bank contains a row buffer that buffers the data of the last accessed memory row. Therefore, an access to the same row (called row-hit) can be serviced significantly faster than an access to a different row (called row-conflict) [18] . Due to this nonuniform access latency, state-of-the-art memory access scheduling policies such as [47] , [31] , [17] prefer row-hits to row-conflicts to improve DRAM throughput, thereby improving system performance. However, the problem of DRAM access scheduling becomes more challenging when we take prefetch requests into consideration.
Today's microprocessors employ hardware prefetchers to hide long DRAM access latencies. If prefetch requests are accurate and fetch data early enough, prefetching can improve performance. However, even if prefetch accuracy is high, the full benefit of prefetching may not be achieved based on how the DRAM controller schedules the requests. For example, a demand request can delay a prefetch request that could have, otherwise, been serviced very fast in DRAM, e.g., if the prefetch request is a row-hit, while the demand request is a row-conflict. If the prefetch is useful, delaying it by servicing the row-conflict demand request first may not result in the best performance.
In addition, prefetching does not always improve and can sometimes degrade performance due to two reasons. First, useless prefetch requests unnecessarily consume valuable off-chip bandwidth and fetch useless data that might displace useful data blocks in processor caches. Second, prefetch requests contend for the same resources (e.g., memory request buffer entries and memory bus bandwidth) as demand (load/store) requests issued by a processing core. As a result, a prefetch request can delay a demand request, which could lead to performance degradation especially if the prefetch is useless. If the interference between prefetch requests and demand requests is not controlled, system performance can degrade because either demand requests or useful prefetch requests can be significantly delayed.
Existing DRAM scheduling policies take two different approaches as to how to treat prefetch requests with respect to demand requests. Some policies [42] regard a prefetch request to have the same priority as a demand request. As noted above, this policy can significantly delay demand requests and cause performance degradation especially if prefetch requests are not accurate. Other policies [9] , [14] , [7] , [35] , [36] always prioritize demand requests over prefetch requests so that data known-to-be-needed by the program instructions can be serviced earlier. One might think that always prioritizing demand requests over prefetch requests in the memory controller provides the best performance by eliminating the interference of prefetch requests with demand requests. However, such a rigid demand-over-prefetch prioritization policy does not consider the nonuniform access latency of the DRAM system (row-hits versus row-conflicts). A row-hit prefetch request can be serviced much more quickly than a row-conflict demand request. Therefore, servicing the row-hit prefetch request first provides better DRAM throughput and can improve system performance compared to servicing the row-conflict demand request first. Fig. 1 provides supporting data to demonstrate this. This figure shows performance impact of an aggressive stream prefetcher [36] , [39] when used with two different memory scheduling policies for 10 SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks on a single processor described in Section 5. The vertical axis is retired instructions per cycle (IPC) normalized to the IPC on a processor with no prefetching. One policy, demand-prefetchequal, does not differentiate between demand and prefetch requests. This policy is the same as the First Ready-First Come First Serve (FR-FCFS) policy that prioritizes requests as follows: 1) row-hit requests over all others and 2) older requests over younger requests [31] . As a result, DRAM throughput is maximized. The other policy, demand-first, prioritizes demand requests over prefetch requests. Prefetch requests to a bank are not scheduled until all the demand requests to the same bank are serviced. Within a set of outstanding demand or prefetch requests, the policy uses the same prioritization rules as the FR-FCFS policy. As a result, this policy does not maximize overall DRAM throughput because it prefers row-conflict demand requests over row-hit prefetch requests. 1 The results show that neither of the two policies provides the best performance for all applications. For the leftmost five applications, prioritizing demands over prefetches results in better performance than treating prefetches and demands equally. In these applications, a large fraction (70 percent for demand-prefetch-equal and 59 percent for demand-first) of the generated stream prefetch requests are useless. Therefore, it is important to prioritize demand requests over prefetches. In fact, for art and milc, servicing the demand requests with higher priority is critical to make prefetching effective. Prefetching improves performance of these two applications by 2 and 10 percent, respectively, with the demand-first scheduling policy, whereas it reduces their performance by 14 and 36 percent with the demand-prefetch-equal policy.
On the other hand, for the rightmost five applications, we observe the exact opposite behavior. Equally treating demand and prefetch requests provides significantly higher performance than prioritizing demands over prefetches. In particular for libquantum, the demand-prefetch-equal policy allows the prefetcher to provide 169 percent performance improvement in contrast to the 60 percent performance improvement it provides with the demand-first scheduling policy. This is because prefetch requests in libquantum are very accurate (almost 100 percent of them are useful). Maximizing DRAM throughput by preferring row buffer hits in the DRAM system regardless of whether a memory request is a demand or a prefetch request allows for more efficient bandwidth utilization and improves the timeliness (and the coverage) of prefetches thereby improving system performance. 2 These results show that DRAM scheduling policies with rigid prioritization rules among prefetch and demand requests cannot provide the best performance and may even cause prefetching to degrade performance.
Note that even though the DRAM scheduling policy has a significant impact on performance provided by prefetching, prefetching sometimes degrades performance regardless of the DRAM scheduling policy. For example, galgel, ammp, and xalancbmk suffer significant performance loss with prefetching because a large fraction (69, 94, and 91 percent) of the prefetches are not needed by the program. The negative performance impact of these useless prefetch requests cannot be mitigated solely by a demand-first scheduling policy because useless prefetches 1) occupy memory request buffer entries in the memory controller until they are serviced, 2) occupy DRAM bandwidth while they are being serviced, and 3) cause cache pollution by evicting possibly useful data from the processor caches after they are serviced. As a result, useless prefetches could delay the servicing of demand requests and could result in additional demand requests. In essence, useless prefetch requests can deny service to demand requests because the DRAM controller is not aware of the usefulness of prefetch requests in its memory request buffer. To prevent this, the memory controller should intelligently manage the memory request buffer between prefetch and demand requests.
Our goal in this paper is to design an adaptive DRAM controller that is aware of prefetching. We propose a memory controller that adaptively controls the interference between prefetch and demand requests to improve system performance. Our controller aims to maximize the benefits of useful prefetches and minimize the harm of useless prefetches. To do so, it employs two techniques to manage both memory bandwidth and memory request buffers: based on the runtime behavior (accuracy) of the prefetcher, it 1) adaptively decides whether or not to prioritize demand requests over prefetch requests, and 2) decides whether or not to drop likely-useless prefetches from the memory request buffer.
We evaluate our Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller on a wide variety of benchmarks and systems, and find that it consistently outperforms previous DRAM controllers that rigidly handle prefetches on both single-core and multicore (two, four, and eight-core) systems. Our controller improves single-core performance by up to 68 percent (on average, 4.3 percent) for the 55 SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks when compared to a controller that employs the demand-first policy. Our mechanism also improves system performance (i.e., weighted speedup) for 54 SPEC workloads by 8.4 percent on a two-core system, for 32 workloads by 8.2 percent on a 1 . For completeness, we also implemented another policy, prefetch-first, that always prioritizes prefetch requests over demand requests. This policy provides the worst performance (5.8 percent IPC degradation compared to demand-first policy) on all the benchmarks. 2. Improving DRAM throughput improves prefetch coverage by reducing the probability that a useful prefetch is not issued into the memory system because the memory request buffer is full. We explain this in more detail in Section 6.1. To show how our mechanism improves DRAM throughput for useful requests compared to rigid policies, we also analyze row-hit rates for demand and useful prefetch requests with the rigid policies and our mechanism in detail in Section 6.1.2.
four-core system, and for 21 SPEC workloads by 9.9 percent on an eight-core system while also reducing memory bandwidth consumption by 10.0, 10.7, and 9.4 percent for two, four, and eight-core systems, respectively. We show that our controller has low implementation complexity and storage cost, requiring only 4.25 KB of storage in a four-core system.
Contributions. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that comprehensively and adaptively incorporates prefetch awareness into the memory controller's scheduling and request buffer management policies. We make the following contributions:
1. We show that performance of a prefetcher significantly depends on how prefetch requests are handled by the memory controller with respect to demand requests. Rigid memory scheduling policies that treat prefetches and demands equally or that always prioritize demands can either cause significant losses in system performance or not achieve the best performance for all applications. 2. We propose a low hardware cost memory controller design that dynamically adapts its prioritization policy between demand and prefetch requests based on how accurate the prefetcher is in a given program phase. This mechanism achieves high performance by improving both DRAM throughput and prefetch timeliness/coverage. 3. We propose a simple mechanism that reduces the interference of useless prefetches with demand requests by proactively removing the likely-useless prefetches from the memory request buffer. This mechanism efficiently reduces the buffer, bandwidth, and cache space resources consumed by useless prefetches thereby improving both performance and bandwidth efficiency. 4. We show that the proposed adaptive scheduling and buffer management mechanisms interact positively. Our Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller (PADC) that comprises both mechanisms significantly improves performance and bandwidth efficiency on both single-core and multicore systems. In addition, our proposal is very effective for a variety of prefetching algorithms including stream, PC-based stride, CZone/Delta Correlation (C/DC), and Markov prefetching. 5. We comprehensively evaluate performance and DRAM bus traffic of PADC on various DRAM and last-level cache configurations. We also compare and incorporate PADC with other mechanisms such as hardware prefetch filtering, feedback directed prefetching, permutation-based page interleaving, and runahead execution. Our results show that PADC not only outperforms but also complements all of these previous performance enhancement mechanisms.
BACKGROUND

DRAM Systems and Scheduling
We provide background into DRAM organization and characteristics to motivate the problem and the solution proposed in this section. Readers can find more information on detailed DRAM structures and DRAM system organization in other works [18] , [3] , [31] . An SDRAM system consists of multiple banks that can be accessed independently. Each DRAM bank is a twodimensional array comprising rows and columns of DRAM cells. A row contains a fixed-size block of data (usually several Kilobytes). Each bank has a row buffer (or sense amplifier). The row buffer can store only a single row. To access a location in a row, the entire row needs to be brought into the row buffer (i.e., sense-amplified). In essence, the row buffer acts as storage that buffers the most recently accessed row in the DRAM bank. A DRAM access can be done only by reading (writing) data from (to) the row buffer using a column address.
There are three possible sequential commands that need to be issued to a DRAM bank in order to access data. A memory controller may issue 1) a precharge command to precharge the bank's bitlines, 2) an activate command to open a row into the row buffer with the row address, and then, 3) a read/write command to access the row buffer with the column address. After the completion of an access, the DRAM controller can either keep the row open in the row buffer (open-row policy) or close the row buffer with a precharge command (closed-row policy). The latency of a memory access to a bank varies depending on the state of the row buffer and the address of the request as follows:
1. Row-hit: The row address of the memory access is the same as the address of the opened row. Data can be read from/written to the row buffer by a read/write command; therefore, the total latency is only the read/write command latency. 2. Row-conflict: The row address of the memory access is different from the address of the opened row. The memory access needs a precharge, an activate, and a read/write command sequentially. The total latency is the sum of all three command latencies. 3. Row-closed: There is no valid data in the row buffer (i.e., closed). The access needs an activate command, and then, a read/write command. The total latency is the sum of these two command latencies. DRAM access time is the shortest in the case of a row-hit [18] . 3 Therefore, a memory controller can try to maximize DRAM data throughput by maximizing the hit rate in the row buffer, i.e., by first scheduling row-hit requests among all the requests in the memory request buffer. Previous work [31] introduced the commonly employed FR-FCFS policy which prioritizes requests such that it services 1) row-hit requests first and 2) all else being equal, older requests first. This policy was shown to provide the best average performance in systems that do not employ hardware prefetching [31] , [17] . Unfortunately, this policy is not aware of the interaction and interference between demand and prefetch requests in the DRAM system, and therefore, treats demand and prefetch requests equally.
Hardware Prefetchers
In most of our experiments, we use a stream prefetcher similar to the one used in IBM's POWER 4/5 [39] . Stream prefetchers are commonly used in many processors [39] , [6] , [12] since they do not require significant hardware cost and work well for a large number of applications. They try to identify sequential streams of data that the application needs by closely monitoring and recording previous sequential accesses. Once a stream is identified, prefetch requests are sent out for data further down the stream so that when the processor actually demands the data, it will already be in the cache. As such, stream prefetchers are likely to generate many useful row-hit prefetch requests which PADC can take advantage of. Therefore, we achieve significant performance improvements with PADC combined with a stream prefetcher. Our implementation of a stream prefetcher is explained in the next section.
We also evaluated our mechanism with other prefetchers. The stride prefetcher [1] is similar to the stream prefetcher, but instead of identifying only sequential streams, it detects sequences of addresses that differ by a constant value (stride) and generates prefetch requests that continue in the stride pattern. The Markov Prefetcher [9] , a correlationbased prefetcher, records in a large table the cache miss addresses that follow a cache miss. If the same miss occurs again, the table is accessed, and prefetch requests to the recorded next address(es) are generated. We also evaluated PADC with the previously proposed C/DC prefetcher [27] . This prefetcher divides the address space statically into fixed-size regions (CZones) and finds patterns among miss addresses within a region. It uses delta correlations to detect patterns more complex than simple strides and generates prefetch requests that follow the detected pattern. Note that all of these prefetchers can also generate a significant number of row-hit prefetch requests especially for streaming/striding address/correlation patterns. In the results section, we show that PADC can improve performance when combined with any of these prefetchers and is not restricted to working with only a stream prefetcher.
Stream Prefetcher
We discuss an implementation of an aggressive stream prefetcher (similar to the one used in the IBM POWER4/5 [39] ) used to collect most of our experimental results. The stream prefetcher we use for the evaluations is the best performing among the large set of prefetchers we examined. It improves IPC by 20 percent, on average, compared to no prefetching for the 55 SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks when employed with a demand-first scheduling policy. The stream prefetcher prefetches cache lines into the L2 cache.
Each stream entry in the stream prefetcher monitors a range of consecutive cache line addresses beginning at a starting pointer (S) and ending at S plus a prefetch distance (D). We call this range of consecutive cache line addresses a monitoring region. We also associate with the stream prefetcher a prefetch degree (N). When a new (not part of an existing stream) cache miss occurs, a stream entry is allocated and the cache line address is recorded as S. When subsequent cache accesses (both cache hits and misses) within a small distance from S occur, the direction of prefetching is determined and the monitoring region is set up starting with S and ending with S+D. If an L2 cache access happens within the monitoring region, N consecutive prefetch requests from cache line address S+D+1 to S+D+N are sent to the memory system. After prefetches are sent, the monitoring region is shifted in the direction of prefetching by the number of the requests sent.
The timeliness and aggressiveness of the stream prefetcher are functions of both D and N. Larger values for D and N result in more prefetch requests that are far ahead of the current access stream so that more latency can be hidden if the prefetches are accurate. On the other hand, overly aggressive values for D and N can prevent demand requests from being serviced since prefetches can fill up a larger fraction of the memory system buffer resources. We found that a prefetch degree of 4 and a prefetch distance of 64 result in the best performance on our single-core system described in Section 5.
Since the stream prefetcher tries to fetch consecutive cache lines from a region, it is likely that it will generate many row-hit prefetch requests. If the row buffer locality of these prefetch requests is not exploited intelligently by the DRAM scheduling policy, DRAM throughput and system performance can degrade.
MOTIVATION: RIGID PREFETCH SCHEDULING IN DRAM SYSTEMS
None of the existing DRAM scheduling policies [9] , [31] , [42] , [14] , [35] , [36] take into account both the nonuniform nature of DRAM access latencies and the behavior of prefetch requests, i.e., whether they are useful or useless. We illustrate why a rigid, nonadaptive prefetch scheduling policy degrades performance in Fig. 2 . Consider the example in Fig. 2a , which shows three outstanding memory requests (to the same bank) in the memory request buffer. Row A is currently open in the row buffer of the bank. Two requests are prefetches (to addresses X and Z) that access row A, while one request is a demand request (to address Y) that accesses row B. This example abstracts away many details of the DRAM system (such as DRAM bus/bank timing constraints and queuing delays) for ease of understanding. We omit them from the figure to clearly illustrate the concept of rigid prefetch scheduling in the DRAM controller. However, our simulations faithfully model all details of the DRAM system. For Fig. 2b , assume that the processor needs to load addresses Y, X, and Z in a serial fashion (i.e., the prefetches are useful) and the computation between each load instruction takes a fixed and small number of cycles (25 in the figure) that is significantly smaller than the DRAM access latency. We assume that processor execution takes a small number of cycles because previous studies [24] , [11] have shown that most of the execution time is dominated by DRAM access latency. Fig. 2b shows the service timeline of the requests in DRAM and the resulting execution timeline of the processor for two different memory scheduling policies: demand-first and demand-prefetch-equal. With the demand-first policy (top), the row-conflict demand request is satisfied first which causes the prefetch of address X to incur a row-conflict as well. The subsequent prefetch request to Z is a row-hit because the prefetch of X opens row A. As a result, the processor first stalls for approximately two row-conflict latencies (except for a small period of execution) to access address Y, and then, to access address X. The processor then stalls for an additional row-hit latency (again with the exception of another small period of execution) since it requires the data prefetched from address Z. The total execution time is the sum of two row-conflict latencies and one row-hit latency plus a small period of processor execution (the other computation periods are hidden) which total to 725 cycles in this example.
With the demand-prefetch-equal policy (bottom), the row-hit prefetch requests to X and Z are satisfied first. Then, the row-conflict demand request to Y is serviced. The processor stalls until the demand request to Y is serviced. However, once the demand request is serviced, the processor does not stall any more because the memory requests to the other addresses it needs (X and Z) have already been serviced and placed into the cache. The processor only needs to perform the computations between the load instructions and finds that loads to X and Z hit in the cache. The resulting total execution time is the sum of two row-hit latencies, one row-conflict latency, and the latency to execute the computation between each load instruction for a total of only 575 cycles in this example. Hence, treating prefetches and demands equally can significantly improve performance when prefetch requests are useful. We observe that the stream prefetcher generates very accurate prefetch requests for many memoryintensive applications such as libquantum, swim, and leslie3d. For these applications, the demand-prefetch-equal memory scheduling policy increases prefetch timeliness by increasing DRAM throughput, and therefore, improves performance significantly, as shown in Fig. 1 .
However, prefetch requests might not always be useful. In the example of Fig. 2a , assume that the processor needs to load only address Y but still generates useless prefetches to addresses X and Z. Fig. 2c shows the service timeline of the requests and the resulting execution timeline of the processor for the two different memory scheduling policies. With the demand-first policy (top), the processor needs to stall only for a single row-conflict latency that is required to service the demand request to Y, and therefore, the total execution time is 325 cycles. On the other hand, with the demand-prefetch-equal policy, the processor needs to stall additional cycles since X and Z are serviced (even though they are not needed) before Y. It takes two row-hit requests to service the useless prefetches to X and Z and one rowconflict request to service the demand request to Y. The resulting execution time is 525 cycles. Hence, treating prefetches and demands equally can significantly degrade performance when prefetch requests are useless. In fact, our experimental data in Fig. 1 showed that treating demands and prefetches equally in applications where most of the prefetches are useless causes prefetching to degrade performance by up to 36 percent (for milc).
These observations illustrate that 1) DRAM scheduling policies that rigidly prioritize between demand and prefetch requests without taking into account the usefulness of prefetch requests can either degrade performance or fail to provide the best possible performance, and 2) the effectiveness of a particular prefetch prioritization mechanism significantly depends on the usefulness of prefetch requests. Based on these observations, to improve the effectiveness of prefetching, we aim to develop an adaptive DRAM scheduling policy that dynamically changes the prioritization order of demands and prefetches by taking into account the usefulness of prefetch requests.
MECHANISM: PREFETCH-AWARE DRAM CONTROLLER
Our PADC consists of two components as shown in Fig. 3 : An Adaptive Prefetch Scheduling (APS) unit and an Adaptive Prefetch Dropping (APD) unit. APS tries to 1) maximize the benefits of useful prefetches by increasing DRAM throughput and 2) minimize the harm of useless prefetches by delaying their DRAM service, and hence, reducing their interference with demand and useful prefetch requests. APD cancels useless prefetch requests effectively while preserving the benefits of useful prefetches. Both APS and APD are driven by the measurement of each processing core's prefetch accuracy in a multicore system. Before explaining how each component works, we explain how prefetch accuracy is measured for each core. 
Prefetch Accuracy Measurement
We measure the prefetch accuracy for an application running on a particular core over a certain time interval. The accuracy is reset once the interval has elapsed so that the mechanism can adapt to the phase behavior of prefetching. To measure the prefetch accuracy of each core, the following hardware support is required:
1. Prefetch (P) bit per L2 cache line and memory request buffer entry: For memory request buffer entries, this bit indicates whether or not the request was generated by the prefetcher. It is set when a new memory request is generated by the prefetcher, and reset when the processor issues a demand request to the same cache line, while the prefetch request is still in the memory request buffer. For cache lines, this bit indicates whether or not a cache line was brought into the cache by a prefetch request. It is set when the line is filled (only if the prefetch bit of the request is set) and is reset when a cache hit to the same line occurs. 
Adaptive Prefetch Scheduling
APS changes the priority of demand/prefetch requests from a processing core based on the prefetch accuracy estimated for that core. The basic idea is to 1) treat useful prefetch requests the same as demand requests so that useful prefetches can be serviced faster by maximizing DRAM throughput, and 2) give demand and useful prefetch requests a higher priority than useless prefetch requests so that useless prefetch requests do not interfere with demand and useful prefetch requests.
If the prefetch accuracy is greater than or equal to a certain threshold, promotion threshold, all of the prefetch requests from that core increase in priority and are treated the same as demand requests. We call such prefetch requests and all demand requests critical requests. If the estimated prefetch accuracy of a core is less than promotion threshold, then demand requests of that core are prioritized over prefetch requests. We call such prefetch requests noncritical requests.
The essence of our proposal is to prioritize critical requests over noncritical ones in the memory controller while preserving DRAM throughput. To accomplish this, our mechanism prioritizes memory requests in the order shown in Rule 1. Each prioritization decision in this set of rules is described in further detail below. First, critical requests (useful prefetches and demand requests) are prioritized over others. This delays the scheduling of noncritical requests most of which are likely to be useless prefetches. As a result, useless prefetches are prevented from interfering with demands and useful prefetches.
Second, row-hit requests are prioritized over others. This increases the row buffer locality for demand and useful prefetch requests and maximizes DRAM throughput as much as possible.
Third, demand requests from cores whose prefetch accuracy is less than promotion threshold are prioritized. We call such requests urgent requests. Intuitively, this rule tries to give a boost to the demand requests of a core with low prefetch accuracy over the demand and useful prefetch requests of cores with high prefetch accuracy. We do this for two reasons. First, if a core has high prefetch accuracy, its prefetch requests will be treated the same as the demand requests of another core with low prefetch accuracy (due to the critical request first prioritization rule). Doing so risks starving the demand requests of the core with low prefetch accuracy resulting in performance degradation since many critical requests from the core with high prefetch accuracy (demand + prefetch requests) will contend with the critical requests from the core with low prefetch accuracy (demand requests only). To avoid such starvation and performance degradation, we boost the demand requests of the core with low prefetch accuracy. Second, performance of a core with low prefetch accuracy is already affected negatively by the useless prefetches. By prioritizing the demand requests of such cores over the requests of other cores, we aim to help performance of cores that are already losing performance due to poor prefetcher behavior. We further discuss the effect of prioritizing urgent requests in Section 6.3.4.
Finally, if all else is equal, older requests have priority over younger requests.
Adaptive Prefetch Dropping
APS naturally delays (just like the demand-first policy) the DRAM service of prefetch requests from applications with low prefetch accuracy by making the prefetch requests noncritical as described in Section 4.2. Even though this reduces the interference of useless requests with useful requests, it cannot get rid of all of the negative effects of useless prefetch requests (bandwidth consumption and cache pollution) because such requests will eventually be serviced. As such, APS by itself cannot eliminate all of the negative aspects of useless prefetches. Our second scheme, APD, aims to overcome this limitation by proactively removing old prefetch requests from the request buffer if they have been outstanding for a long period of time. The key insight is that if a prefetch request is old (i.e., has been outstanding for a long time), it is likely to be useless and dropping it from the memory request buffer eliminates the negative effects, the useless request might cause in the future. We first describe why old prefetch requests are likely to be useless based on empirical measurements.
Why are old prefetch requests likely to be useless? Fig. 4a shows the memory service time (from entry into the memory request buffer to entry into the L2 fill buffer) of both useful and useless prefetches for milc using the demand-first scheduling policy. Note that we show detailed data for only milc but found similar behavior in all applications. The graph is a histogram with nine latency intervals measured in processor cycles. Each bar indicates the number of useful/ useless prefetch requests whose memory service time was within that interval. Fifty-six percent of all prefetches have a service time greater than 1,600 processor cycles, and 86 percent of these prefetches are useless. Useful prefetches tend to have a shorter service time than useless prefetches (1,486 cycles compared to 2,238 cycles, on average, for milc). This is because a prefetch request that is waiting in the request buffer becomes a demand request 4 if the processor sends a demand request for the same address, while the prefetch request is still in the buffer. Such useful prefetches that are hit by demand requests will be serviced earlier by the demand-first prioritization policy. Therefore, useful prefetches, on average, experience a shorter service time than useless prefetches. This is also true when we apply APS since it prioritizes critical requests over noncritical requests.
Mechanism. The observation that old prefetch requests are likely to be useless motivates us to remove a prefetch request from the request buffer if the prefetch is old enough. Our proposal, APD, monitors prefetch requests for each core and invalidates any prefetch request that has been outstanding in the memory request buffer for longer than drop threshold cycles. We adjust drop threshold based on the prefetch accuracy for each core measured in the previous time interval. If the prefetch accuracy in the interval is low, our mechanism uses a relatively low value for drop threshold so that it can quickly remove useless prefetches from the request buffer. If the prefetch accuracy is high in the interval, our mechanism uses a relatively high value for drop threshold so that it does not prematurely remove useful prefetches from the request buffer. By removing useless prefetches, APD saves resources such as request buffer entries, DRAM bandwidth, and cache space, which can instead be used for critical requests (i.e., demand and useful prefetch requests) rather than being wasted on useless prefetch requests. Note that APD interacts positively with APS since APS naturally delays the service of useless (noncritical) requests so that the APD unit can completely remove them from the memory system thereby freeing up request buffer entries and avoiding unnecessary bandwidth consumption.
Determining drop threshold. Fig. 4b shows the runtime behavior of the stream prefetcher accuracy for milc, an application that suffers from many useless prefetches. Prefetch accuracy was measured as described in Section 4.1, using an interval of 100K cycles. The figure clearly shows that prefetch accuracy can have very strong phase behavior. From 150 million to 275 million cycles, the prefetch accuracy is very low (close to 0 percent), implying that many useless prefetch requests were generated during this time. Since almost all prefetches are useless during this period, we would like to be able to quickly drop them. Our mechanism accomplishes this using a low value for drop threshold. On the other hand, we would want drop threshold to be much higher during periods of high prefetch accuracy. Our evaluation shows that a simple four-level drop threshold adjusted dynamically can effectively eliminate useless prefetch requests from the memory system while keeping useful prefetch requests in the memory request buffer. 4 . A prefetch request that is hit by a demand request in the memory request buffer becomes a real demand request. However, we count it as a useful prefetch throughout the paper since it was first requested by the prefetcher rather than the processing core. 
Support for Multithreaded Applications on CMP Systems
Throughout the paper, we assume that each core of a CMP system runs one single-threaded application. However, PADC can also work when multiple multithreaded applications run on a CMP system. This requires a very simple modification in accounting for prefetch requests: instead of associating a prefetch request with the core that generates it, we associate it with the application that generates it. Hence, prefetch requests belonging to different threads in an application (possibly running on different cores) will all contribute to the same prefetch accuracy measurement for the entire multithreaded application. Based on this prefetcher accuracy computed for the entire application, PADC can dynamically prioritize the demand and prefetch requests coming from threads of that application regardless of which core the requests are coming from. Likewise, PADC can also delay and drop likely-useless prefetch requests coming from the threads of an application whose prefetcher accuracy for the entire application is low.
Implementation and Hardware Cost of a Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller
An implementation of PADC requires storing additional information in each memory request buffer entry to support the priority and aging information needed by APS and APD. The required additional information (in terms of the fields added to each request buffer entry) is shown in Fig. 5 . The C (as prefetch bit), RH, and FCFS fields are already used in the baseline demand-first FR-FCFS policy to indicate prefetch status (i.e., demand or prefetch), row-hit status, and arrival time of the request. Therefore, the only additional fields are U, P, ID, and AGE, which indicate the urgency, prefetch status, core ID, and age of the request. In each DRAM cycle, the priority encoder logic chooses the highest priority request using the priority fields (C, RH, U, and FCFS) in the order as shown in Fig. 5 .
The APD unit removes a prefetch request from the memory request buffer if the request is older than the drop threshold of the core that generated the request. It does not remove a prefetch request (which is not scheduled for DRAM service) until it ensures that the prefetch cannot be matched by a demand request. This is accomplished by invalidating the MSHR entry of the prefetch request before actually dropping it. The APD unit knows if a request is a prefetch and also which core it belongs to from the P and ID fields. The AGE field of each request entry keeps track of the age of the request. APD compares the AGE of the request to the corresponding core's drop threshold and removes the request accordingly. Note that the estimation of the age of a request does not need to be highly accurate. For example, the AGE field is incremented every 100 processor cycles for our evaluation.
The hardware storage cost required for our implementation of the PADC is shown in Table 1 . Note that the storage cost for PADC linearly increases with the number of cores, request buffer entries, and cache lines. The storage cost for our four-core CMP system described in Section 5 is shown in Table 2 . The total storage cost is only 34,720 bits ($4:25 KB) which is equivalent to only 0.2 percent of the L2 cache data storage in our baseline processor. Note that the Prefetch bit (P) per cache line accounts for over 4 KB of storage by itself ($95 percent of the total required storage). Many previous proposals [5] , [32] , [45] , [46] , [36] already use a prefetch bit for each cache line. If a processor already employs prefetch bits in its cache, the total storage cost of our prefetch-aware DRAM controller is only 1,824 bits ($228 B). Note that the overhead of prefetch bits can be reduced by using set sampling [29] , i.e., associating prefetch bits with only a selected number of sets.
METHODOLOGY
Metrics
We define the metrics used for experimental evaluation in this section. Bus traffic is the number of cache lines transferred over the bus during the execution of a workload. It comprises the cache lines brought in from demand, useful prefetch, and useless prefetch requests. We define Prefetch accuracy (ACC) and coverage (COV) as follows: COV ¼ fNumber of useful prefetchesg= fNumber of demand requests þ Number of useful prefetches:g
To evaluate the effect of DRAM throughput improvement on the processing core, we define instruction window Stall cycles Per Load instruction (SPL) which indicates, on average, how much time the processor spends idly waiting for DRAM service:
SP L ¼ T otal number of window stall cycles T otal number of load instructions :
To measure CMP system performance, we use Individual Speedup (IS), Weighted Speedup (WS) [34] , and Harmonic mean of Speedups (HS) [15] . As shown by Eyerman and Eeckhout [4] , WS corresponds to system throughput and HS corresponds to the inverse of job turnaround time. In the equations that follow, N is the number of cores in the CMP system. IP C alone is the IPC measured when an application runs alone on one core in the CMP system (other cores are idle) and IP C together is the IPC measured when an application runs on one core, while other applications are running on the other cores of the CMP. Unless otherwise mentioned, we use the demand-first policy to measure IP C alone for all of our experiments to show the effectiveness of our mechanism on CMP systems:
Processor Model and Workloads
We use an in-house cycle accurate x86 CMP simulator for our evaluation. Our processor faithfully models port contention, queuing effects, bank conflicts, and other DDR3 DRAM system constraints. The baseline configuration of each processing core is shown in Table 3 . The shared resource configuration for single, two, four, and eight-core CMPs is shown in Table 4 . Note that we evaluate our mechanism on CMP systems with private on-chip last-level (L2) caches (512 KB for each core) rather than a shared cache to easily show and analyze the effect of PADC in the shared DRAM system by isolating the effect of contention in the DRAM system from the effect of interference in shared caches. However, we evaluate our mechanism for a shared cache in Section 6.9 as well.
We use the SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks for experimental evaluation. Each single-threaded benchmark was compiled using Intel C Compiler (ICC) or Intel Fortran Compiler (IFORT) with the -O3 option. We ran each benchmark with the reference input set for 200 million Â86 instructions selected by Pinpoints [28] as a representative portion of each benchmark.
We classify the benchmarks into three categories: prefetch-insensitive, prefetch-friendly, and prefetch-unfriendly (class 0, 1, and 2, respectively) based on performance impact a prefetcher has on the application. 5 The characteristics for a subset of benchmarks with and without a stream prefetcher are shown in Table 5 . Only a subset of benchmarks was chosen due to limited space; however, we do evaluate the entire set of 55 benchmarks for single-core experiments for our results. To evaluate our mechanism on CMP systems, we formed combinations of multiprogrammed workloads from the 55 SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks. We ran 54, 32, and 21 randomly chosen workload combinations (from the 55 SPEC benchmarks) for our two, four, and eight-core CMP configurations, respectively.
For the evaluation of our PADC, we use a prefetch accuracy value of 85 percent for promotion threshold (for APS) and a dynamic threshold shown in Table 6 for drop threshold (for APD). The accuracy is calculated every 100K cycles. 5 . If L2 Misses Per 1K Instructions (MPKIs) increase when the prefetcher is enabled, the benchmark is classified as two. If MPKI without prefetching is greater than 10 and bus traffic increases by more than 75 percent when prefetching is enabled, the benchmark is also classified as two. Otherwise, if IPC increases by five percent, the benchmark is classified as one. Otherwise, it is classified as 0. Note that memory-intensive applications that experience increased IPC and reduced MPKI (such as milc) may still be classified as prefetch-unfriendly if bus traffic increases significantly. The reason for this is that although an increase in bus traffic may not have much of a performance impact on single-core systems, in CMP systems with shared resources, the additional bus traffic can degrade performance substantially. We first evaluate PADC on single, two, four, and eight-core systems. Section 6.5 analyzes PADC's fairness and proposes new techniques to improve CMP system fairness. Sections 6.6-6.14 analyze the effect of PADC on systems with different configurations and characteristics such as multiple memory controllers, different row buffer policies, different types of prefetchers, prefetch filtering, and runahead execution. This analysis shows that PADC is a general mechanism that is effective for a variety of systems and it is orthogonal to previously proposed prefetching and prefetch filtering techniques.
Single-Core Results
Fig . 6 shows performance of PADC on a single-core system. IPC is normalized to the baseline which employs the demand-first scheduling policy. We show performance of only 15 individual benchmarks due to limited space. The rightmost bars show the average performance of all 55 SPEC CPU 2000/2006 benchmarks (gmean55). As discussed earlier, neither of the rigid scheduling policies (demandfirst, demand-prefetch-equal) provides the best performance across all applications. Demand-first performs better for most prefetch-unfriendly benchmarks (class 2) such as galgel, art, and ammp, while demand-prefetch-equal does better for most prefetch-friendly ones (class 1) such as swim, libquantum, and lbm. Averaged over all 55 SPEC benchmarks, the demand-prefetch-equal policy outperforms demand-first by 0.5 percent since there are more benchmarks (29 out of 55) that belong to class 1.
APS, shown in the fourth bar from the left, effectively adapts to the behavior of the prefetcher. In most benchmarks, APS provides at least as good performance as the best rigid prefetch scheduling policy. As a result, APS improves performance by 3.6 percent over all 55 benchmarks compared to the baseline. APS (and demand-prefetch-equal) improves performance over demand-first for many prefetch-friendly applications such as libquantum, bwaves, and leslie3d. This is due to two reasons. First, APS increases DRAM throughput in these applications because it treats demands and prefetches equally most of the time. Doing so improves the timeliness of the prefetcher because prefetch requests do not get delayed behind demand requests. Second, improved DRAM throughput reduces the probability of the memory request buffer being full. As a result, more prefetches are able to enter the request buffer. This improves the coverage of the prefetcher as more useful prefetch requests get a chance to be issued. For example, APS improves the prefetch coverage from 80, 98, and 89 percent to 100, 100, and 92 percent for libquantum, bwaves, and leslie3d, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8 .
On the other hand, even though APS is able to provide performance of the best rigid prefetch scheduling policy for each application, it is unable to overcome performance loss due to prefetching in some prefetch-unfriendly applications such as galgel, ammp, and xalancbmk. The prefetcher generates many useless prefetches in these benchmarks that a simple DRAM scheduling policy cannot eliminate.
When APD is employed with demand-first (APD-only), it improves performance for prefetch-unfriendly applications by eliminating many useless prefetches. This is also true when APD is employed with APS (i.e., PADC). Using APD recovers part of performance loss due to prefetching in galgel, ammp, and xalancbmk because it eliminates 54, 76, and 54 percent of the useless prefetch requests, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8 . As a result, using both of our proposed mechanisms (APD in conjunction with APS) provides 4.3 percent performance improvement over the baseline. Fig. 7 provides insight into performance improvement of the proposed mechanisms by showing the effect of each mechanism on the stall time experienced per load instruction (SPL). Our PADC reduces SPL by 5.0 percent compared to the baseline. By providing better DRAM scheduling and eliminating useless prefetches, PADC reduces the amount of time the processor stalls for each load instruction and allows the processor to make faster progress. As a result, PADC significantly improves performance. Fig. 8 breaks down the bus traffic into three categories: useful prefetches, useless prefetches, and demand requests. PADC reduces bus traffic by 10.4 percent across all benchmarks (amean55) as shown. Reduction in bus traffic is mainly due to APD which significantly reduces the number of useless prefetches. For many benchmarks, APS by itself provides the same bandwidth consumption provided by the best rigid policy for each benchmark. We conclude that our prefetch-aware DRAM controller is very effective at improving both performance and bandwidth efficiency in single-core systems.
Note that simply turning off prefetching for prefetchunfriendly applications may lose opportunity to improve performance. This is true for prefetch-unfriendly applications that have 1) significant phase changes and 2) some accurate prefetches interleaved with inaccurate prefetches. For such benchmarks, prefetching hurts performance in some phases but increases performance significantly in others. If the prefetcher is turned off, performance benefits of useful prefetch phases and useful prefetch requests will be lost. In fact, due to this phase behavior, art and milc do not benefit much from prefetching unless adaptive prefetch management is used. Fig. 6 shows that PADC improves performance significantly for art and milc since it is able to adapt to different phases and eliminate useless prefetches while keeping useful prefetches.
Adaptive Behavior of PADC
We analyze the adaptive runtime behavior of PADC in this section. APS prioritizes demands over prefetches (i.e., demand-first) when the estimated prefetch accuracy is less than promotion threshold. It treats demands and prefetches equally (i.e., demand-prefetch-equal) when prefetch accuracy is greater than or equal to promotion threshold. PADC continuously changes the DRAM scheduling mode (between demand-first and demand-prefetch-equal) for the application based on the prefetch accuracy estimated every interval. Fig. 9 shows the fraction of time APS and PADC spend in each of the two scheduling modes for the single-core system. APS and PADC spend a majority of their execution time in demand-prefetch-equal mode for prefetch-friendly applications but spend most of their execution time in demand-first mode for prefetch-unfriendly applications. Therefore, APS and PADC provide at least as good performance as the best rigid prefetch scheduling policy in most applications, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Effect of PADC on Row Buffer Hit Rate
Recall that the demand-prefetch-equal policy prioritizes row-hit requests regardless of whether a request is a prefetch or demand. If we consider all demand and prefetch requests (regardless of whether or not a prefetch is useful) for the entire run of an application, the demand-prefetchequal policy will result in the highest row buffer hit rate (RBH), and therefore, the lowest average DRAM access latency among all considered policies. However, this does not mean that this policy performs best since prefetches are NOT always useful as discussed in Section 6.1. When prefetching is enabled, we need a better metric to show how a mechanism reduces effective memory latency. Hereby, we define row buffer hit rate for useful (demand and useful prefetch) requests (RBHU) as follows:
RBHU ¼ fNumber of row-hit demand requests þ Number of useful row-hit prefetch requestsg= fNumber of demand requests þ Number of useful prefetch requestsg:
The demand-prefetch-equal policy will still show the highest RBHU since RBHU is also maximized by prioritizing row-hit requests. However, a good DRAM scheduling mechanism should keep its RBHU close to demandprefetch-equal's RBHU because it should aim to maximize DRAM bandwidth for useful requests. Table 7 shows RBHU values for 13 benchmarks on the single-core processor with no prefetching, demand-first, demand-prefetch-equal, APS, and PADC. The RBHU of APS is very close to that of demand-prefetch-equal and significantly better than the RBHU of demand-first since APS successfully exploits row buffer locality for useful requests.
Employing APD with APS (i.e., PADC) slightly reduces RBHU for some applications such as galgel, ammp, mcf, omnetpp, xalancbmk, and soplex. This is because adaptive prefetch dropping cancels some useful prefetches as shown in Fig. 8 , thereby reducing the fraction of useful row buffer hits. Nonetheless, APD improves overall performance for these applications since it reduces the contention between demands and prefetches by eliminating a significant number of useless prefetches, as discussed in Section 6.1.
Two-Core Results
We briefly discuss only the average performance and bus traffic for the 54 workloads on the two-core system due to space limitations (our main analysis focuses on four-core systems). Fig. 10 shows that PADC improves both performance metrics (WS and HS) by 8.4 and 6.4 percent, respectively, compared to the demand-first policy and also reduces memory bus traffic by 10.0 percent. Thus, the proposed mechanism is effective for dual-core systems. We do not discuss these results further since dual-core processors are no longer the state of the art in multicore systems.
Four-Core Results
We ran 32 different workloads to evaluate the effectiveness of PADC on the four-core system. In the following sections, we discuss three cases in detail to provide insights into the behavior of the Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller.
Case Study I: All Prefetch-Friendly Applications
Our first case study examines the behavior of our proposed mechanisms when four prefetch-friendly applications (swim, bwaves, leslie3d, and soplex) run together on the four-core system. Fig. 11a shows the speedup of each application and Fig. 11b shows the system performance.
In addition, Fig. 12 provides insight into performance changes by showing how each mechanism affects stall time per load as well as memory bus traffic. Several observations are in order:
First, since all four applications show very high prefetch coverage (i.e., prefetch-friendly), as shown in Fig. 12b , prefetching provides significant performance improvement in all applications regardless of the DRAM scheduling policy. In addition, the demand-prefetch-equal policy significantly outperforms the demand-first policy (by 28 percent in terms of weighted speedup) because prefetches are very accurate in all four applications. The demand-prefetch-equal policy reduces stall time per load, as shown in Fig. 12a , because it improves DRAM throughput.
Second, our PADC outperforms both of the rigid prefetch scheduling policies improving weighted speedup by 31.3 percent over the baseline demand-first policy. This is because it 1) successfully prioritizes critical (useful) requests over others thereby reducing SPL and 2) drops useless prefetches in leslie3d and soplex thereby reducing their negative effects on all applications. Consequently, our PADC also improves prefetch coverage from 56 to 73 percent, as shown in Fig. 12c . This is because it improves DRAM throughput and reduces contention for memory system resources by dropping useless prefetches from leslie3d and soplex, allowing more useful prefetches to enter the memory system.
Finally, the bandwidth savings provided by PADC is relatively small (0.9 percent) because these applications do not generate a large number of useless prefetch requests. However, there is still a non-negligible reduction in bus traffic due to the effective dropping of some useless prefetches in leslie3d and soplex. We conclude that the Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller can provide performance and bandwidth efficiency improvements even when all applications benefit significantly from prefetching.
Case Study II: All Prefetch-Unfriendly Applications
Our second-case study examines the behavior of our proposed mechanisms when four prefetch-unfriendly applications (art, galgel, ammp, and milc) run together on the four-core system. Since the prefetcher is very inaccurate for all applications, prefetching degrades performance regardless of the scheduling policy. However, as shown in Fig. 13 , the demand-first policy and APS provide better performance than the demand-prefetch-equal policy by prioritizing demand requests over prefetch requests which are more likely to be useless. Employing adaptive prefetch dropping drastically reduces the useless prefetches in all four applications, as shown in Fig. 14b , and therefore, frees up memory system resources to be used by demands and useful prefetch requests. The effect of this can be seen by the reduced SPL as shown in Fig. 14a for all applications. As a result, our PADC performs better than either rigid prefetch scheduling policy for all applications.
PADC improves system performance by 17.7 percent (weighted speedup) and 21.5 percent (harmonic mean of speedups), while reducing bandwidth consumption by 9.1 percent over the baseline demand-first scheduler, as shown in Fig. 14c . By largely reducing the negative effects of useless prefetches both in scheduling and memory system buffers/resources, PADC almost eliminates the system performance loss observed in this prefetch-unfriendly mix of applications. Weighted speedup is within two percent and harmonic mean of speedups is within one percent of those obtained with no prefetching. We conclude that the PrefetchAware DRAM Controller can effectively eliminate the negative performance impact caused by inaccurate prefetching by intelligently managing the scheduling and buffer management of prefetch requests even in workload mixes where prefetching performs inefficiently for all applications.
Case Study III: Mix of Prefetch-Friendly and Prefetch-Unfriendly Applications
Figs. 15 and 16 show performance and bus traffic when two prefetch-friendly (libquantum and GemsFDTD) and two prefetch-unfriendly (omnetpp and galgel) applications run together. The prefetches for libquantum and GemsFDTD are very beneficial. Therefore, demand-prefetch-equal significantly improves weighted speedup. However, the prefetcher generates many useless prefetches for omnetpp and galgel, as shown in Fig. 16b . These useless prefetches temporarily deny service to critical requests from the two other cores. Because APD eliminates a large portion (67 and 57 percent) of all useless prefetches in omnetpp and galgel, it frees up both request buffer entries and bandwidth in the memory system. These freed up resources are utilized efficiently by the critical requests of libquantum and GemsFDTD, thereby significantly improving their individual performance while slightly reducing omnetpp and galgel's individual performance. Since it eliminates a large number of useless prefetches, PADC reduces total bandwidth consumption by 14.5 percent over the baseline demand-first policy. We conclude that PADC can effectively prevent the denial of service caused by the useless prefetches of prefetch-unfriendly applications on the useful requests of other applications.
Effect of Prioritizing Urgent Requests
In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of prioritizing urgent requests using the application mix in case study III. We say that a multicore system is fair if each application experiences the same individual speedup when multiple applications run together on the system. To indicate the degree of unfairness, we define Unfairness (UF) [4] Table 8 shows individual speedup, unfairness, weighted speedup, and harmonic mean of speedups for the workload from case study III for five policies: demand-first, versions of APS and PADC that do not use the concept of "urgent requests," and regular APS and PADC (with "urgent requests"). If the concept of "urgent requests" is not used, demand requests from the prefetch-unfriendly applications (omnetpp and galgel) unfairly starve because a large number of critical requests from the prefetch-friendly applications (libquantum and GemsFDTD) are given the same priority as those demand requests. This starvation, combined with the negative effects of useless prefetches, leads to unacceptably low individual speedups for these applications resulting in high unfairness. When urgency is used to prioritize requests, this unfairness is significantly mitigated, as shown in Table 8 . In addition, harmonic mean of speedups (i.e., average job turnaround time) significantly improves at the cost of very little weighted speedup (i.e., system throughput) degradation. However, we found that for most workloads (30 out of the 32), prioritizing urgent requests improves weighted speedup as well. This trend holds true for most workload mixes that consist of prefetch-friendly and prefetch-unfriendly applications. On average (not shown in the table), prioritizing urgent requests improves UF, HS, and WS by 13.7, 8.8, and 3.8 percent, respectively, compared to PADC with no concept of urgency for the 32 four-core workloads. We conclude that incorporating the concept of urgency into PADC significantly improves system fairness while keeping system performance high.
Effect on Identical Application Workloads
It is common that commercial servers frequently run multiple instances of identical applications. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of PADC when the four-core system runs four identical applications together. Since APS prioritizes memory requests and APD drops useless prefetches (both based on the estimated prefetch accuracy), PADC should evenly improve individual speedup of each instance of the identical applications running together. In other words, all instances of the application are likely to show the same behavior and the same adaptive decision should be made for every interval. Table 9 shows the system performance of PADC when four instances of libquantum run together on the four-core system. Because libquantum is very prefetch-friendly and most prefetches are row-hits, the demand-prefetch-equal policy performs very well by achieving almost the same speedup for all four instances. APS and PADC perform similarly to demand-prefetch-equal (improving weighted speedup by 18.2 percent compared to demand-first) since they successfully treat demands and prefetches equally for all four instances. Table 10 shows the system performance of PADC when four instances of a prefetch-unfriendly application, milc, run together on the four-core system. Because the prefetches generated for each instance are useless for most of the execution time of milc, demand-first and APS outperform demand-prefetch-equal for each instance. Incorporating APD into APS (i.e., PADC) further improves individual speedup of all instances equally by reducing useless prefetches from each instance. As a result, PADC significantly improves all system performance metrics. In fact, using PADC allows the system to gain significant performance improvement from prefetching, whereas using a rigid prefetch scheduling policy results in a large performance loss due to prefetching. To conclude, PADC is also very effective when multiple identical applications run together on a CMP system. Fig. 17 shows the average system performance and bus traffic for the 32 workloads run on the four-core system. PADC provides the best performance and lowest bandwidth consumption compared to all previous prefetch handling policies. It improves weighted speedup and harmonic mean of speedups by 8.2 and 4.1 percent, respectively, compared to the demand-first policy, and reduces bus traffic by 10.1 percent over demand-first (the best performing rigid policy).
Overall Performance
We found that PADC outperforms both the demand-first and demand-prefetch-equal policies for all but one workload we examined. The worst performing workload is the combination of vpr, gamess, dealII, and calculix. PADC's WS degradation is only 1.2 percent compared to the demandfirst policy. These applications are either insensitive to prefetching (class 0) or not memory-intensive (vpr). Fig. 18 shows the average performance and bus traffic over the 21 workloads we simulated on the eight-core system. Note that the rigid prefetch scheduling policies actually cause stream prefetching to degrade performance in the eight-core system. The demand-first policy reduces performance by 1.2 percent and the demand-prefetch-equal policy by 3.0 percent compared to no prefetching. DRAM bandwidth becomes a lot more valuable with the increased number of cores because the cores put more pressure on the memory system. At any given time, there are a much larger number of demand and useful/useless prefetch requests in the memory request buffer. As a result, it becomes more likely that 1) a useless prefetch delays a demand or useful prefetch (if demand-prefetch-equal policy is used) and 2) DRAM throughput degrades if a demand request causes significant reduction in the row buffer locality of prefetch requests (if demand-first policy is used). Hence, performance degrades with a rigid scheduling policy.
Eight-Core Results
For the very same reasons, PADC becomes more effective when the number of cores increases. As resource contention becomes higher, performance benefit of intelligent prioritization and dropping of useless prefetch requests increase. Our PADC improves overall system performance (WS) by 9.9 percent and also reduces memory bandwidth consumption by 9.4 percent on the eight-core system. We conclude that the benefits of PADC will continue to increase as off-chip memory bandwidth becomes a bigger performance bottleneck in future systems with many cores.
Optimizing PADC for Fairness Improvement in
CMP Systems: Incorporating Request Ranking PADC can be better tuned and optimized for the requirements of CMP systems. One major issue in designing memory controllers for CMP systems is the need to ensure fair access to memory by different cores [26] , [22] , [23] . So far, we have considered PADC only as a way to improve overall system performance. However, to be more effective in CMP systems, PADC can be augmented with a mechanism that provides fairness to different cores' requests. To achieve this purpose, this section describes a new scheduling algorithm that incorporates a request ranking scheme similar to the one used in Parallelism-Aware Batch Scheduling (PAR-BS) [23] into our APS mechanism.
Recall that APS prioritizes urgent requests (demand requests from cores whose prefetch accuracy is low) over others to mitigate performance degradation and unfairness for prefetch-unfriendly applications. However, APS follows the FCFS policy if all other priorities (i.e., criticality, row-hit, and urgency) are the same. This FCFS rule can degrade fairness and system performance by prioritizing requests of memory-intensive applications over those of memory nonintensive applications, as was shown in previous work [26] , [22] , [23] . This happens because delaying the requests of memory nonintensive applications results in a lower individual speedup (or a higher slowdown) for those applications than it would for memory-intensive applications which already suffer from long DRAM service time. Therefore, PADC (APS) itself cannot completely solve the unfairness problem. This is especially true in cases where all of the applications behave the same in terms of prefetch friendliness (either all are prefetch-friendly or all are prefetch-unfriendly). In such cases, PADC will likely degenerate into the FCFS policy (since the criticality, rowhit, and urgency priorities would be equal) resulting in high unfairness and performance degradation. For example, in case study II discussed in Section 6.3.2, all the applications are prefetch-unfriendly. Therefore, PADC prioritizes demands over prefetches most of the time. PADC mitigates performance degradation by prioritizing demand requests and dropping useless prefetches. However, art is very memory-intensive and continuously generates many demand requests. These demand requests significantly interfere with other applications' demand requests resulting in high slowdowns for the other applications. However, art experiences very little slowdown thereby creating unfairness in the system. To take into account fairness in PADC, we incorporate the concept of ranking, as employed by Mutlu and Moscibroda [23] . Our ranking scheme is based on the shortest job first principle [33] which can better mitigate the unfairness problem and performance degradation caused by the FCFS rule, as explained in detail by Mutlu and Moscibroda [23] . For each application, the DRAM controller keeps track of the total number of critical (demand and useful prefetch) requests in the memory request buffer. Applications with fewer outstanding critical requests are given a higher rank. The insight is that if an application that has fewer critical requests is delayed, the impact of that delay on that application's slowdown is much higher than the impact of delaying an application with a large number of critical requests. In other words, it is more unfair to delay an application that has a small number of useful requests (i.e., a "shorter" application/job) than delaying an application that has a large number of useful requests (i.e., a "longer" application/job). To achieve this while still being prefetch aware, the DRAM controller schedules memory requests based on the modified rule shown in Rule 2. A highly ranked request is scheduled by the DRAM controller when all requests in the memory request buffer have the same priority for criticality, row-hit, and urgency. 
Highest rank request (RANK):
Critical requests from a higher ranked core are prioritized over critical requests from a lower ranked core. Critical requests from cores that have fewer outstanding critical requests are ranked higher. 5. Oldest request (FCFS): Older requests are prioritized over younger requests.
To implement ranking, the priority field for each memory request is augmented, as shown in Fig. 19 . A counter per core is required to keep track of the total number of critical requests in the memory request buffer. When the estimated prefetch accuracy of a core is greater than promotion threshold, the total number of outstanding demand and prefetch requests (critical requests) for that core is counted. When the accuracy is less than the threshold, the counter stores only the number of outstanding demand requests. Cores are ranked according to the total number of critical requests they have in the memory request buffer: a core that has a higher number of critical requests is ranked lower. The RANK field of a request is the same as the rank value of the core determined in this manner. As such, the critical requests of a core with a lower value in its counter are prioritized. This process is done every DRAM bus cycle in our implementation. Alternatively, determination of the ranking can be done periodically since it does not need to be highly accurate and is not on the critical path.
Note that in this study, we do not rank noncritical requests (i.e., prefetch requests from cores whose prefetch accuracy is low). The RANK field of these requests is automatically set to 0 (the lowest rank value). We evaluated a mechanism that also ranks noncritical requests based on estimated prefetch accuracy, and found that this mechanism does not perform better than the mechanism that ranks only critical requests. Fig. 20 shows the average system performance, bus traffic, and unfairness when we incorporate the ranking mechanism into PADC for the 32 four-core workloads. On average, the ranking mechanism slightly degrades weighted speedup (by 0.4 percent) and slightly improves harmonic mean of speedups (by 0.9 percent) and keeps bandwidth consumption about the same compared to the original PADC. Unfairness is improved from 1.63 to 1.53. The performance improvement is not significant because the contention in the memory system is not very high in the four-core system. Nonetheless, the ranking scheme improves all the system performance and unfairness metrics for most workloads with memory-intensive benchmarks. For the workload in case study II, the ranking scheme improves WS, HS, and UF by 7.5, 10.3, and 15.1 percent compared to PADC without ranking.
We also evaluate the optimized PADC scheme with ranking on the eight-core system which places significantly more pressure on the DRAM system. As shown in Fig. 21 , the ranking mechanism improves WS and HS by 2.0 and 5.4 percent, respectively, and reduces unfairness by 10.4 percent compared to PADC without ranking. The effectiveness of the ranking scheme is much higher in the eight-core system than the four-core system since it is more critical to schedule memory requests fairly in many-core bandwidthlimited systems. Improving fairness reduces starvation of some cores resulting in improved utilization of the cores in the system which, in turn, results in improved system performance. Since starvation is more likely when the memory system is shared between eight cores rather than four, performance improvement obtained with the ranking scheme is higher in the eight-core system.
We conclude that augmenting PADC with an intelligent fairness mechanism improves both unfairness and system performance.
Effect on Multiple DRAM Controllers
We also evaluate performance impact of PADC when two DRAM controllers are employed in the four and eight-core systems. Each memory controller works independently through a dedicated channel (address and data buses) doubling the peak memory bandwidth. Because there is more bandwidth available in the system, contention between prefetch and demand requests is significantly reduced. Therefore, the baseline system performance is significantly improved compared to the single controller. Adding one more DRAM controller improves weighted speedup by 16.9 and 30.9 percent compared to the single controller for four and eight-core systems, respectively.
Figs. 22 and 23 show the average performance and bus traffic for four and eight-core systems with two memory controllers. Note that for the eight-core system, unlike the single memory controller configuration shown in Fig. 18a where adding a prefetcher actually degrades performance, performance increases when adding a prefetcher even for the rigid scheduling policies because of the increased memory bandwidth.
PADC is still very effective with two memory controllers and improves weighted speedup by 5.9 and 5.5 percent and also reduces bandwidth consumption by 12.9 and 13.2 percent compared to the demand-first policy for four and eight-core systems, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that PADC still performs effectively on a multicore processor with very high DRAM bandwidth.
Effect with Different DRAM Row Buffer Sizes
As motivated in Section 3, PADC takes advantage of and relies on the row buffer locality of demand and prefetch requests generated at runtime. To determine the sensitivity of PADC to row buffer size, we varied the size of the row buffer from 2 to 128 KB for the 32 workloads run on the four-core system. Fig. 24 shows the WS improvements of PADC and APS compared to no prefetching, demand-first, and demand-prefetch-equal.
PADC consistently outperforms no prefetching, demand-first, and demand-prefetch-equal with various row buffer sizes. Note that the demand-first policy starts degrading performance compared to no prefetching as the row buffer becomes very large (64 and 128 KB). This is because preserving row buffer locality for useful requests is more critical when the row buffer size is large (especially when the stream prefetcher is enabled). No prefetching with larger row buffer sizes exploits row buffer locality more (higher row-hit rate) than smaller row buffer sizes. However, with demand-first, the negative performance impact of frequent reactivations of DRAM rows for demand and prefetch requests becomes significantly worse at larger row buffer sizes. Therefore, the demand-first policy experiences a higher memory service time, on average, than no prefetching with large row buffer sizes.
Similarly, the demand-prefetch-equal policy does not improve performance compared to no prefetching for 64 and 128 KB row buffer sizes since it does not take into account the usefulness of prefetches. With a large row buffer, useless prefetches have higher row buffer locality because many of them hit in the row buffer due to the streaming nature of the prefetcher. As a result, demandprefetch-equal significantly delays the service of demand requests at large row buffer sizes by servicing more useless row-hit prefetches first.
In contrast to these two rigid scheduling policies, PADC tries to service only useful row-hit memory requests first, thereby significantly improving performance even for large row buffer sizes (8.8 and 7.3 percent compared to no prefetching for 64 and 128 KB row buffers). Therefore, PADC can make a prefetcher viable and effective even when a large row buffer size is used because it takes advantage of the increased row buffer locality opportunity provided by a larger row buffer only for useful requests instead of wasting the increased amount of bandwidth enabled by a larger row buffer on useless prefetch requests.
Effect with a Closed-Row DRAM Row Buffer Policy
So far, we have assumed that the DRAM controller employs the open-row policy (i.e., it keeps the accessed row open in the row buffer after the access even if there are no more outstanding requests requiring the row). In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of PADC with a closed-row policy. The closed-row policy closes (by issuing a precharge command) the currently-opened row when all row-hit requests in the memory request buffer have been serviced by the DRAM controller. This policy can hide effective precharge time by 1) overlapping the precharge latency with the row-access latency [18] and 2) issuing the precharge command (closing a row buffer) earlier than the open-row policy (thereby converting a row-conflict access into a row-closed access if the next access is to a different row). Therefore, if no more requests to the same row arrive at the memory request buffer after a row buffer is closed by a precharge command, the closed-row policy can outperform the open-row policy. This is because with the closed-row policy, the later requests do not need a precharge before activating the different row. However, if a request to the same row arrives at the memory request buffer soon after the row is closed, this policy has to pay a penalty (the sum of the nonoverlapped precharge latency and the activation latency) which would not have been required for the open-row policy. Consequently, for applications that have high row buffer locality (i.e., applications that generate bursty row-hit requests) such as streaming/striding applications, the open-row policy outperforms the closed-row policy by reducing reactivations of the same rows that will be needed again in the near future.
Since the closed-row policy still services row-hit requests first until no more requests to the same row remain in the memory request buffer, it can increase DRAM throughput within the scope of the requests that are outstanding in the memory request buffer. When a prefetcher is enabled with the closed-row policy, the same problem exists as for the open-row policy: none of the rigid prefetch scheduling policies can achieve the best performance for all applications since they are not aware of prefetch usefulness. Therefore, PADC can still work effectively with the closedrow policy as we show empirically below. Fig. 25 shows performance and bus traffic when PADC is used with the closed-row policy for the 32 four-core workloads. The closed-row policy with demand-first scheduling slightly degrades performance by 0.5 percent compared to the open-row policy with demand-first scheduling. This is because there are a large number of streaming/striding (and prefetch-friendly) applications in the SPEC 2000/2006 benchmarks whose performance can be significantly improved with the open-row policy. The performance improvement of the open-row policy is not very significant because there is also a large number of applications that work well with the closed-row policy as they do not have high row buffer locality.
The results show that PADC is still effective with the closed-row policy since it still effectively exploits row buffer locality (within the scope of the requests outstanding in the memory request buffer) and reduces the negative effects of useless prefetch requests. PADC improves weighted speedup by 7.6 percent and reduces bandwidth consumption by 10.9 percent compared to demand-first scheduling with the closed-row policy. Note that PADC with the open-row policy slightly outperforms PADC with the closed row by 1.1 percent for weighted speedup. Overall, we conclude that PADC is suitable for different row buffer management policies, but it is more effective with the open-row policy due to the existence of a larger number of benchmarks with high row buffer locality.
Effect with a Shared Last-Level Cache
Throughout the paper, we evaluate our mechanism on CMP systems with private on-chip last-level (L2) caches rather than a shared cache where all cores share a large on-chip last-level cache. This allowed us to easily show and analyze the effect of PADC in the shared DRAM system by isolating the effect of contention in the DRAM system from the effect of interference in shared caches. However, many commercial processors already employ shared last-level caches in their CMP designs [39] , [40] . In this section, we evaluate performance of PADC in on-chip shared L2 caches on the four and eight-core systems to show the effectiveness of PADC in systems with a shared last-level cache.
For this experiment, we use a shared L2 cache whose size is equivalent to the sum of all the private L2 cache sizes in our baseline system. We scaled the associativity of the shared cache with the number of cores on the chip since as the number of cores increases, the contention for a cache set increases. Therefore, the four-core system employs a 2-MB, 16-way set-associative cache and the eight-core system has a 4-MB, 32-way set-associative cache. We selected 32-way setassociativity for the eight-core system in order to show how the mechanism works with a very aggressive last-level cache. If the associativity is less, our mechanism performs even better. We also assume that each core employs its own independent stream prefetcher that monitors the core's demand accesses and sends prefetched data into the shared L2 cache. However, our mechanism can also work for a single prefetcher which monitors all cores' accesses and generates prefetches for all cores [39] , [40] by simply associating core ID bits with each prefetch request, signifying which core generated the prefetch request. This way, PADC can update the appropriate per-core counters to estimate prefetch accuracy of each core.
Figs. 26 and 27 show weighted speedup and average bus traffic on the four and eight-core systems with shared L2 caches. PADC outperforms demand-first by 8.0 and 7.6 percent on the four and eight-core systems, respectively. We conclude that PADC works efficiently for shared lastlevel caches as well.
Note that the demand-prefetch-equal policy does not work well on either of the shared cache systems (degrading WS by 2.4 and 10.4 percent compared to demand-first for four and eight-core systems). This is because the contention in the shared cache among the requests from different cores significantly increases compared to that of a private cache system. With private caches, useless prefetches from one core can only replace useful lines of that same core. However, with a shared cache, useless prefetches from one core can also replace the useful lines of all the other cores. These replaced lines must be brought back into the cache again from DRAM when they are needed. Therefore, the total bandwidth consumption significantly increases. This cache contention among cores becomes especially worse with demandprefetch-equal for prefetch-unfriendly applications. This is because the demand-prefetch-equal policy results in high cache pollution since it blindly prefers to increase DRAM throughput without considering the usefulness of prefetches. The demand-prefetch-equal policy increases bus traffic by 22.3 and 46.3 percent compared to demand-first for the four and eight-core systems, as shown in Figs. 26b and 27b . In contrast, PADC delays the service of useless prefetches and also drops them thereby mitigating contention in both the shared cache and the shared DRAM system.
Effect with Different Last-Level Cache Sizes
PADC aims to maximize DRAM throughput for useful memory (demand and useful prefetch) requests and to delay and drop useless memory requests. One might think that a prefetch/demand management technique such as PADC would not be needed for larger L2 (last-level) caches since a larger cache can reduce cache misses (i.e., memory requests). However, a prefetcher can still generate a significant number of useful prefetch requests for some applications or program phases by correctly predicting demand access patterns which cannot be stored even in large caches due to the large working set size or streaming nature of the program. In addition, the prefetcher can issue a significant number of useless prefetches for other applications or program phases. For these reasons, the interference between demands and prefetches still exists in systems with large caches. Therefore, we hypothesize that PADC is likely to be effective in systems with large last-level caches.
To test this hypothesis, we evaluate the effectiveness of PADC for various L2 cache sizes. We vary the private L2 cache size from 512 KB to 8 MB per core and the shared cache size from 2 to 32 MB (other cache parameters are as described in Section 6.9) on our four-core CMP system. Fig. 28 shows the system performance (weighted speedup) for the 32 four-core workloads.
As expected, with larger cache sizes, baseline system performance improves. However, the stream prefetcher still effectively improves performance compared to no prefetching with either the demand-first or the demand-prefetchequal policy. In addition, PADC consistently and significantly improves performance compared to both demandfirst and demand-prefetch-equal policies for both private and shared caches, regardless of cache size. This is mainly because even with large caches, there are still a significant number of both useful and useless prefetches generated. Therefore, the interference between prefetch and demand requests still needs to be intelligently controlled.
There are two other notable observations in Fig. 28: 1 ) the demand-prefetch-equal policy starts outperforming the demand-first policy for private caches greater than 1 MB (8 MB for the shared cache), and 2) performance of APS (without APD) becomes closer to that of PADC (APS and APD together) as the cache size becomes larger. Note that these trends hold for both private and shared L2 caches.
Both observations can be explained by two reasons. First, a larger cache reduces irregular (or hard-to-prefetch) conflict cache misses due to the increased cache capacity. This makes the prefetcher more accurate because it reduces the allocations of stream entries for hard-to-prefetch access patterns (note that only a demand cache miss allocates a stream prefetch entry, as discussed in Section 2.3). Second, a larger cache can tolerate some degree of cache pollution. Due to the increased cache capacity, the probability of replacing a demand or useful prefetch line with a useless prefetch in the cache is reduced.
For these reasons, the effect of deprioritizing or dropping likely-useless prefetches becomes less significant with a larger cache. As a result, as cache size increases, techniques that prioritize demands (e.g., demand-first) and drop prefetches (APD) start becoming less effective. However, the interference between prefetch and demand requests is not completely eliminated since some applications still suffer from useless prefetches. PADC (and APS) is effective in reducing this interference in systems with large caches, and therefore, still performs significantly better than the rigid scheduling policies.
Note that PADC is cost-effective for both private and shared L2 caches. For instance, PADC with a 512 KB private L2 cache per core performs almost the same as demand-first with a 2 MB private L2 cache per core, as shown in Fig. 28a . Thus, PADC (which requires only 4.25 KB storage) achieves the equivalent performance improvement that an additional 6 MB (1.5 MB Â4 cores) of cache storage would provide in the four-core system.
Effect on Other Prefetching Mechanisms
To show that the benefits of PADC are orthogonal to the prefetching algorithm employed, we briefly evaluate the effect of our PADC on different types of prefetchers: PCbased stride [1] , C/DC [27] , and the Markov prefetcher [9] . Fig. 29 shows performance and bus traffic results averaged over all 32 workloads run on the four-core system with the three different prefetchers. PADC consistently improves performance and reduces bandwidth consumption compared to the demand-first or demand-prefetch-equal policies with all three prefetchers.
The PC-based stride and C/DC prefetchers successfully capture a significant number of memory access patterns as the stream prefetcher does thereby increasing the potential for exploiting row buffer locality. In addition, these prefetchers also generate many useless prefetches for certain applications. Therefore, PADC significantly improves performance and bandwidth efficiency with these prefetchers by increasing DRAM throughput for useful requests and reducing the negative impact of useless prefetches.
The performance improvement of PADC on the Markov prefetcher is the least. This is because the Markov prefetcher, which exploits temporal as opposed to spatial correlation, does not work as well as the other prefetchers for the SPEC benchmarks. It generates many useless prefetches which lead to significant waste/interference in DRAM bandwidth, cache space, and memory queue resources. Furthermore, it does not generate many useful prefetches for the SPEC benchmarks, and therefore, its maximum potential for performance improvement is low. As such, the Markov prefetcher significantly increases bandwidth consumption and results in little performance improvement compared to no prefetching, as shown in Fig. 29b . PADC improves performance of the Markov prefetcher (mainly due to APD) by removing a large number of useless prefetches while keeping the small number of useful prefetches. PADC improves WS by 2.2 percent and reduces bandwidth consumption by 10.3 percent (mainly due to APD) compared to the demand-first policy. We conclude that PADC is effective with a wide variety of prefetching mechanisms. 
Comparison with Dynamic Data Prefetch Filtering and Feedback Directed Prefetching
Dynamic Data Prefetch Filtering (DDPF) [46] tries to eliminate useless prefetches based on whether or not the prefetch was useful in the past. It records either the past usefulness of the prefetched address (or the PC of the instruction which triggered the prefetch) in a table similar to how a two-level branch predictor stores history information. When a prefetch request is created, the history table is consulted and the previous usefulness information is used to determine whether or not to send out the prefetch request. Feedback Directed Prefetching (FDP) [36] adaptively adjusts the aggressiveness of the prefetcher in order to reduce its negative effects.
Recall that PADC has two components: APS and APD. Both DDPF and FDP are orthogonal to APS because they do not deal with the scheduling of prefetches with respect to demands. As such, they can be employed together with APS to maximize the benefits of prefetching. On the other hand, the benefits of DDPF, FDP, and APD overlap. DDPF filters out useless prefetches before they are sent to the memory system. FDP eliminates useless prefetches by reducing the aggressiveness of the prefetcher thereby reducing the likelihood that useless prefetch requests are generated. In contrast, APD eliminates useless prefetches by dropping them after they are generated. As a result, we find (based on our experimental analyses) that APD has the following advantages over DDPF and FDP:
1. Both DDPF and FDP eliminate not only useless prefetches but also a significant fraction of useful prefetches. DDPF removes many useful prefetches by falsely predicting many useful prefetches to be useless. This is due to the aliasing problem caused by sharing the limited size of the history [36] to throttle the aggressiveness of the prefetcher which is a nontrivial optimization problem. APD allows the baseline prefetcher to always be very aggressive because it can eliminate useless prefetches after they are generated. As such, there is no need to tune multiple different threshold values in APD because the aggressiveness of the prefetcher never changes. To evaluate performance of these mechanisms, we implemented DDPF (PC-based gshare DDPF for L2 cache prefetch filtering [46] ) and FDP in our CMP system. All the relevant parameters (FDP: prefetch accuracy of 90 and 40 percent, lateness threshold of one percent, and pollution threshold of 0.5 percent, and pollution filter size of 4 Kbits; DDPF: filtering threshold of three and table size of 4K entry 2-bit counters) for DDPF and FDP were tuned for the best performance with the stream prefetcher in our CMP system. Fig. 30 shows performance and bus traffic of different combinations of DDPF, FDP, and PADC averaged across the 32 workloads run on the four-core system. From left to right, the seven bars show:
1. baseline stream prefetching with the rigid demandfirst policy, 2. DDPF with demand-first policy, 3. FDP with demand-first policy, 4. APD with demand-first policy, 5. DDPF combined with APS, 6. FDP combined with APS, and 7. APD combined with APS (i.e., PADC). When used with the demand-first policy, DDPF and FDP improve performance by 1.5 and 1.7 percent, respectively, while reducing bus traffic by 22.8 and 12.6 percent. In contrast, APD improves performance by 2.6 percent, while reducing bus traffic by 10.4 percent. DDPF and FDP eliminate more useless prefetches than APD resulting in less bus traffic. However, for the very same reason, DDPF and FDP eliminate many useful prefetches as well. Therefore, their performance improvement is not as high as APD. Our adaptive scheduling policy and DDPF/FDP are complementary and improve performance significantly when combined together. When used together with Adaptive Prefetch Scheduling, DDPF and FDP improve performance by 6.3 and 7.4 percent, respectively. Finally, the results show that PADC outperforms the combination of DDPF/FDP and APS which illustrates that Adaptive Prefetch Dropping is better suited to eliminate the negative performance effects of prefetching than DDPF and FDP. We conclude that 1) our adaptive scheduling technique complements DDPF and FDP, whereas our APD technique outperforms DDPF and FDP, and 2) DDPF and FDP reduce bandwidth consumption more than APD, but they do so at the expense of performance.
If a prefetch filtering mechanism is able to eliminate all useless prefetches while keeping all useful prefetches, the demand-prefetch-equal policy would be best performing. That is to say we do not need an adaptive memory scheduling policy since all prefetches sent to the memory system would be useful. However, it is not trivial to design such a perfect prefetch filtering mechanism. As discussed above, DDPF and FDP filter out not only useless prefetches but also a lot of useful prefetches. Therefore, combining those schemes with demand-prefetch-equal does not necessarily significantly improve performance since the benefits of useful prefetches are reduced. Fig. 31 shows performance and average traffic when DDPF and FDP are combined with demand-prefetch-equal. Since DDPF and FDP remove a significant number of useful prefetches, performance improvement is not very significant (only by 2.3 and 2.7 percent compared to demandfirst). On the other hand, PADC significantly improves performance (by 8.2 percent) by keeping the benefits of useful prefetches as much as possible.
Interaction with Permutation-Based Page Interleaving
Permutation-based page interleaving [43] aims to reduce row-conflicts by randomly mapping the DRAM bank indexes of addresses so that they are more spread out across the multiple banks in the memory system. This technique significantly improves DRAM throughput by increasing utilization of multiple DRAM banks. The increased utilization of the banks has the potential to reduce the interference between memory requests. However, this technique cannot completely eliminate the interference between demand and prefetch requests in the presence of prefetching. Any rigid prefetch scheduling policy in conjunction with this technique will still have the same problem we describe in Section 3: none of the rigid prefetch scheduling policies can achieve the best performance for all applications since they are not aware of prefetch usefulness. Therefore, PADC is complementary to permutation-based page interleaving. Fig. 32 shows performance impact of PADC for the 32 fourcore workloads when a permutation-based interleaving scheme is applied. The permutation-based scheme improves the system performance by 3.8 percent over our baseline with the demand-first policy. This is because the permutation scheme reduces row-conflicts by spreading out requests across multiple banks. APS and PADC consistently work effectively combined with the permutation-based interleaving scheme by efficiently managing the interference between demands and prefetches based on usefulness of prefetches. APS and PADC improve system performance by 2.9 and 5.4 percent, respectively, compared to the demand-first policy with the permutation-based interleaving scheme. Also, PADC reduces bandwidth consumption by 11.3 percent due to adaptive prefetch dropping.
Effect on a Runahead Execution Processor
Runahead execution [24] is a promising technique that prefetches useful data by executing future instructions that are independent of a long latency (runahead-causing) load instruction during the stall time of the load instruction. Because it is based on the execution of actual instructions, runahead execution can prefetch irregular data access patterns as well as regular ones. Usually, runahead execution complements hardware prefetching and results in high performance. In this section, we analyze the effect of PADC on a runahead processor. We implemented runahead capability in our baseline system by augmenting invalid bits in the register files for each core. Since memory requests during runahead modes are very accurate most of the time [24] , we treat runahead requests the same as demand requests in DRAM scheduling. Fig. 33 shows the effect of PADC on a runahead processor for the 32 workloads on the four-core CMP system. Each runahead processor has exactly the same parameters as our baseline processor, but it also uses a 512-byte runahead cache to support store load forwarding during runahead execution. Adding runahead execution on top of the baseline demand-first policy improves system performance by 3.7 percent and also reduces bandwidth consumption by 5.0 percent. This is because we use a prefetcher update policy that trains existing stream prefetch entries but does not allocate a new stream prefetch entry on a cache miss during runahead execution (only-train). Previous research [21] shows that this policy is best performing and most efficient. Runahead execution with the only-train policy can make prefetching more accurate and efficient by capturing irregular cache misses during runahead execution. These irregular misses train existing stream prefetch entries, but new and more speculative stream prefetch entries will not be created during runahead mode. This not only prevents the prefetcher from generating useless prefetches due to falsely created streams but also improves the accuracy and timeliness of the stream prefetcher since existing streams continue to be trained during runahead mode. Fig. 33 shows that PADC still effectively improves performance by 6.7 percent and reduces bandwidth consumption by 10.2 percent compared to a runahead CMP processor with the stream prefetcher and the demand-first policy. We conclude that PADC is effective at improving performance and bandwidth efficiency for an aggressive runahead CMP by successfully reducing the interference between demand/runahead and prefetch requests in the DRAM controller.
RELATED WORK
The main contribution of our work beyond previous research is an adaptive way of handling prefetch requests in the memory controller's scheduling and buffer management policies. To our knowledge, none of the previously proposed DRAM controllers adaptively prioritize between prefetch and demand requests nor do they adaptively drop useless prefetch requests based on prefetch usefulness information obtained from the prefetcher. We discuss closely related work in DRAM scheduling, prefetch filtering, and adaptive prefetching.
Prefetch Handling in DRAM Controllers
Many previous DRAM scheduling policies were proposed to improve DRAM throughput in single-threaded [47] , [31] , [7] , multithreaded [30] , [25] , [44] , and stream-based [17] , [42] systems. In addition, several recent works [26] , [22] , [23] proposed techniques for fair DRAM scheduling across different applications sharing the DRAM system. Some of these previous proposals [47] , [31] , [25] , [44] , [26] , [22] , [23] do not discuss how prefetch requests are handled with respect to demand requests. Therefore, our mechanism is orthogonal to these scheduling policies. These policies can be extended to adaptively prioritize between demand and prefetch requests and to adaptively drop useless prefetch requests.
The remaining DRAM controller proposals take two different approaches to handling prefetch requests. First, some proposals [14] , [7] , [8] always prioritize demand requests over prefetch requests. Other proposals [42] , [30] , including some memory controllers in existing processors [10] , [38] , treat prefetch requests the same as demand requests. As such, these previous DRAM controller proposals handle prefetch requests rigidly. As we have shown in Sections 1 and 3, rigid handling of prefetches can cause significant performance loss compared to adaptive prefetch handling. Our work improves upon these proposals by incorporating the effectiveness of prefetching into DRAM scheduling decisions.
Prefetch Filtering
Our APD scheme shares the same goal of eliminating useless prefetches with several other previous proposals. However, our mechanism provides either higher bandwidth efficiency or better adaptivity compared to these works.
Charney and Puzak [2] and Mutlu et al. [20] proposed prefetch filtering mechanisms using on-chip caches (using the tag store). Both of these proposals unnecessarily consume memory bandwidth since useless prefetches are filtered out only after they are serviced by the DRAM system. In contrast, APD eliminates useless prefetches before they consume valuable DRAM bandwidth.
Mowry et al. [19] proposed a prefetch dropping mechanism that cancels software prefetches when the prefetch issue queue is full to avoid processor stall. On the other hand, our scheme drops hardware prefetch requests only if their age is greater than a dynamically adjusted threshold (based on prefetch accuracy). Srinivasan et al. [37] use a profiling technique to mark load instructions that are likely to generate useful prefetches. This mechanism needs ISA support to mark the selected load instructions and cannot adapt to phase behavior in prefetcher accuracy. In contrast, APD does not require ISA changes and can adapt to changes in prefetcher accuracy.
Zhuang and Lee [45] , [46] propose a mechanism that eliminates the prefetch request for an address if the prefetch request for the same address was useless in the past. PADC outperforms and also complements their mechanism as discussed in Section 6.12.
Adaptive Prefetching
Several previous works proposed changing the aggressiveness of the hardware prefetcher based on dynamic information. Our work is either complementary to or higher performing than these proposals, as described below.
Hur and Lin [8] designed a probabilistic prefetching technique which adjusts prefetcher aggressiveness. They also schedule prefetch requests to DRAM adaptively based on the frequency of demand request DRAM bank conflicts caused by prefetch requests. However, their scheme always prioritizes demand requests over prefetches. In contrast, our mechanism adapts the prioritization policy between demands and prefetches based on prefetcher accuracy. As a result, Hur and Lin's proposal can be combined with our adaptive prefetch scheduling policy to provide even higher performance.
Srinath et al. [36] show how adjusting the aggressiveness of the prefetcher based on accuracy, lateness, and cache pollution information can reduce bus traffic without compromising the benefit of prefetching. As shown in Section 6.12, PADC outperforms and also complements their mechanism.
CONCLUSION
This paper shows that existing DRAM controllers that employ rigid, nonadaptive prefetch scheduling and buffer management policies cannot achieve the best performance since they do not take into account the usefulness of prefetch requests. To overcome this limitation, we propose a low hardware cost Prefetch-Aware DRAM Controller, which aims to 1) maximize the benefit of useful prefetches by adaptively prioritizing them and 2) minimize the harm caused by useless prefetches by adaptively deprioritizing and dropping them from the memory request buffers. To this end, PADC dynamically adapts its memory scheduling and buffer management policies based on prefetcher accuracy. Our evaluation shows that PADC significantly improves system performance and bandwidth efficiency on both single-core and multicore systems. We conclude that incorporating awareness of prefetch usefulness into memory controllers is critical to efficiently utilizing valuable memory system resources in current and future systems. Veynu Narasiman received the BS degree in electrical/computer engineering, the BA degree in plan II in 2004, and the MS degree in computer engineering in 2006 from the University of Texas at Austin, where he is currently working toward the PhD degree. His research interests in computer architecture focus on general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) and high-performance memory systems. As a student, he has received a number of awards including a National Merit Scholarship, the Microelectronics and Computer Development Fellowship, and the NVIDIA PhD Fellowship. He is a student member of the IEEE.
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